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the Invention The present invention relates to paint coating
systems and more specifically to a system that employs a

disposable dipstick and a paint reservoir wherein the paint reservoir
and dipstick are a single unit that can be rapidly interchanged. 2.

Description of the Prior Art Many paint coating systems of the prior
art include a paint reservoir and a dipstick that are permanently
interconnected. Most conventional dipsticks are designed to be

penetrated by the end of the brush used for coating the workpiece.
Thus, any improvement to the dipstick that would permit the paint
to be withdrawn from the reservoir through the opposite end of the
dipstick would constitute a useful advance in the art. In most cases,
the interconnection of the reservoir and dipstick is permanent. This

is because it is difficult to design a dipstick that can be quickly
disconnected from the reservoir. It is desirable to be able to quickly

replace the dipstick when it becomes damaged or clogged.
Replacing the dipstick with a new one can prevent the reservoir
from being able to properly fill with paint to the desired level.

Consequently, a more durable and reliable connection is required
between the reservoir and dipstick. Conventional dipsticks are

unable to remain airtight when submerged in the paint even for
short periods of time. Paint is nearly viscous and if the pores of the
dipstick are not filled it will drip when placed in the reservoir. Other

problems encountered in the prior art are: When a dipstick is
required to extend beyond the opening of the reservoir, it is

generally quite difficult to extend the dipstick into the reservoir. In
most cases, the reservoir is not completely filled with paint and

some part of the exposed part of the dipstick remains in the
reservoir. This must be removed either by hand or by scraping. It is
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generally difficult to remove the entire exposed part of the dipstick
without leaving some paint in the opening of the reservoir. This can

result in spillage if the dipstick is not completely removed. The
excess paint can also be a liability if the reservoir is a

"conventional" reservoir. Paint storage tanks of the prior art that
employ dipsticks are much more expensive than the present

invention. 6d1f23a050
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